IDA WENØE

Amongst a digital mountain range littered with accomplished folk-ish bands and singersongwriters, it is a rare miracle to come across a cave so rich in jewels as the one beneath
Ida Wenøe’s ribcage. Clash Magazine‘s description of her sound as being “bewitching acid
folk with a deeply personal edge…” and Paul Lester’s comments in The Guardian that she
“sounds like the young narrator of her own magical-malevolent fantasies…” line the tape
heads up nicely.
While she has an obvious appreciation of Americana, her sound is very definitely laced with
more English undertones: the kind of sound Edward Woodward might have heard downstairs
in the local inn had the Wicker Man been filmed in a remote Danish village, while Sarah Lund
scoured for clues in her jumper. Like the best of the Nordic Noir leaving the Danish mainland,
the recordings are at once both sonically pure and grimy; there’s a shared loneliness that
makes you feel that you’re not at all; and all the while there is an honesty to the songwriting
that tugs at your sleeve. While her grasp of English is second nature, there’s some of those
intriguing turns of phrase that only a heart that dreams in another language can weave:
“The deep conceals things that are real/ look beyond the mirror/look beyond the mirror” ,
“I know we see things differently/as long as it’s not separately” and “You’re a fish in a
bottle/a cock in a coop/the essence of trying…”
While still fronting the much-feted Boho Dancer the year began with a successful
collaboration with Dangers of The Sea, a series of sold out supports in Denmark with Teitur,
and a spate of tremendously well received shows both in London and at The Great Escape in
Brighton. Now, with a deep breath in her crystal lungs those two brilliant, oxidised copper
green eyes are flickering across the mixing desk once more as she records her debut solo
record Time Of Ghosts, reunited with producer Jonas Tranberg who recorded Boho’s first EP.
As Carsten Holm at Danish Radio P6 Beat put it, “she has an icy, almost Icelandic timbre. I
haven’t heard this in any other Danish artist… an incredibly strong vocal…” God Is In The TV
Zine went on to say her voice “boasts angelic notes which can often leak her endearing
Danish roots…”
Sure, she has the usual credible influences from Vashti to Joni, from Neil Young to Danish folk
hero Sebastian; and there’s hints of Sandy Denny and Linda Perhacs. But to list artists she
sounds like would be to miss the point entirely. As anyone who has witnessed a live show can
attest, Ida Wenøe is very definitely Ida Wenøe. The new record is out early 2015, and Ida is
currently booking shows in Denmark and the UK for late 2014 and early 2015. See the
facebook page for details. The first single, Death Wish of Nicholas Urfe can be heard at
www.soundcloud.com/death-wish-of-nicholas-urfe.
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Press Quotes – Ida Wenøe
"… a childlike fragility that makes the songs sound like whimsical folk for fairy tales with a
sinister undertow. Her voice – weary but cute, with the power to cut through – is perfect; she
sounds like the young narrator of her own magical-malevolent fantasies…”
The Guardian
“Bewitching acid folk with a deeply personal edge.”
Clash Magazine
“charming, delicate and forceful in almost equal measure…"
Folkgeek
"… Wenøe boasts angelic notes that can often leak her endearing Danish roots…”
God Is In The TV Zine
“… the sort of voice that could punch through a cloud of custard and pierce thick air… she
delicately rips through… with eyes full of hope…”
Songwriting Magazine
"Mesmerizing lyrics and vocals…"
Thank Folk For That
”Oh! Nice isn’t it?!...”
Lauren Laverne, BBC 6Music

